
Getting started with SQLfast

Basic Level

December 1st, 2020

Objectif
This first tutorial shows how to use the SQLfast environment in order to get familiar
with databases and to learn SQL. It also describes some basic functions of the
SQLfast interface.

SQLfast offers two interfaces depending on the objective and expertise of the
user:

– Basic Level - Learning and using databases and SQL 
– Expert Level - Learning and using the SQLfast language

It is recommended to practice them in this order. 

This document is devoted to the use of SQLfast environment at the Expert level. It
is a conversion of the integrated guide available through the Help menu of the main
window: Help > Getting started.
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Warning
Since SQLfast languages and environments are in constant evolution, parts of some
descriptions and documents may concern features and functions of former versions.
They will be updated as soon as possible.

The version of SQLfast environment described in this tutorial is compiled for MS
Windows 7 and beyond. It has been reported that SQLfast also works fine under
Linux/Wine. In the latter case, some adjustments in the SQLfast.ini initialization file
may be necessary, including some default "paths" and the encoding of text files (e.g.
UTF-8 instead of Windows standard cp1252). 

It is recommended to check the SQLfast web page on a regular basis to download
the last versions of the software and of its documentation.

Any consequences resulting of any usage of the tools, languages and/or docu-
ments regarding SQLfast are the sole responsibility of the user. By using these
products you acknowledge that authors and Université de Namur cannot be
held liable for the damaging results of your usage.

Contact:  jean-luc.hainaut@unamur.be
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1. Installation
SQLfast has been installed following the instructions of document
SQLfast_Installation.pdf, available on the download web page. Figure 1 shows the
contents of folder SQLfast installed at the root of disk D:. It contains a collection of
folders and files, two of them being of particular interest for now:

– SQLfast.exe: SQLfast executable. To make its use easier, it is recommended to
create a shortcut, for instance on the desktop.

– Databases: the default folder in which the databases will be stored. This folder
already contains some sample databases that are used by tutorials and help
documents, in particular ORDERS.db (with tables CUSTOMER, PRODUCT,
CUSTORDER and DETAIL) and its French source CLICOM.db.

The other files and folders are required by SQLfast but can be ignored at this stage.

Figure 1 - Contents of the SQLfast folder

2. Starting SQLfast
We double-click on SQLfast.exe in folder SQLfast or on its shortcut. The two stan-
dard windows of the graphical interface open (figure 2):
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– SQLfast main window: This window will allow us to execute various opera-
tions. It also comprises a text area, called script area, in which we will write
SQL statements, and later, SQLfast scripts.

– SQLfast output window: The result of SQL queries will be displayed in this
window. We will also find in the text area various messages and informations
on the way queries have been executed.

Figure 2 - The standard windows of SQLfast interface of the Basic Level

Remark
The window has, on the top right, two buttons labeled Basic and Expert. The
Basic button must be pressed (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 - Selection of the interface level 

When no database is opened, buttons Create DB and Open DB are active while
buttons Restore DB, Close DB, Show schema and Show data are disabled (Figure
2).

Once a database has been opened or created, all the buttons are active apart from
Create DB and Open DB (FIgure 5). That’s pure logic!

3. Quitting SQLfast (button Quit)
Button Quit of the main window closes all the windows and terminates SQLfast. As
usual, clicking on the x button also closes SQLfast.
If a database was opened, it is automatically closed.

4. Opening a database (button Open DB)
To examine a database and to work with it, we must first open it. To do so, we click
on the blue button Open DB and we select a database from the list (Figure 4).

Let us select database ORDERS.db. Its name appears in the field named Database
in the main window (figure 5). This database is now the current database.

Remark
When a database is opened, SQLfast creates a backup copy (which is given the
name ORDERS.db.bak).

5. Examining the current database
Before processing the database through SQL statements, we will examine its struc-
ture (its schema) and its content (its data), and carry out some elementary manipula-
tions. 
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Figure 4 - Selection of a database to open (this screen was shot on a French 
machine, where "Nom du fichier" means "File name", "Types de fichiers" means "File 

types", "Ouvrir" means "Open" and "Annuler" means "Cancel")

Figure 5 - Database ORDERS.db is now open
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5.1 The database schema (button Show schema)
Clicking on button Show schema opens a new window showing a summary of the
schema of the current database (figure 6). We find the name of the tables and of the
views, a short description of their columns and the components of primary keys
(with their sequence number, such as PK1). It is recommended to keep this window
opened when we write SQL queries. Button Close ... closes the schema windows.

Figure 6 - Summary schema of database ORDERS.db

Figure 6 shows only a summary of the schema, as indicated by the label Summary
schema of the active button at the top left corner of the window.
To get the complete schema, we click on the other button Full schema. Now, the
SQL-DDl code of the schema is displayed (figure 7).
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Figure 7 - Full SQL-DDL code of database ORDERS.db

5.2 The data (button Show data)
Button Show data is used to display the contents of the current database. The rows
of each table are shown in a distinct window, called the data window of the table
(figure 8).
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Figure 8 - The data windows of database ORDERS.db
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The set of data windows are dependent on a control box (figure 9) comprising two
buttons: 

– Select tables, which allows us to select the tables to be displayed, 
– Close all, through which the control box and all the data windows are closed.

Figure 9 - Control box of data windows

Selecting the tables to be displayed (button Select tables) opens a list box in which
the names of tables and views of the current database appear (figure 10). Button
Select all ... selects all the names.

Figure 10 - Selecting the tables to display

6. Sorting the data

The top left button of a data windows, usually labelled Primary key, specifies the
order of the rows. By clicking on this label, we open a list box from which we can
select another sort key. The default key is the primary key of the table (if any):
CustID for CUSTOMER, OrdID for CUSTORDER, (OrdID,ProdID) for DETAIL, and so
on (Figure 8) .

If the table does not have a primary key, the rows appear by default in an arbitrary
order, called here -natural-. This is also the case for views, which do not have a
declared primary key.

Other sort keys can be chosen via the button on the left, which indicates the
current sort key. They are displayed by clicking on this button. Figure 11 shows that
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we are going to choose to sort the rows according to the ascending values of the City
column.

Figure 11 - Selecting a sort key

Figure 12 shows the state of the window of table CUSTOMER when sort key City has
been selected. 

Multi-column sort key
It easy to sort rows on a simple key, in ascending or descending (suffix desc) order.
But how to sort rows on two columns as shown in figure 13? We observe that the
rows are first sorted on City values, then, in each group of identical values of City,
they are sorted on CustID values.

Overall, the rows are sorted on sort key (City,CustID). Practically, we proceed as
follows:

– the rows are first sorted on the second column, CustID,
– then, they are sorted on the first column, City

The order obtained by the first sort is preserved in the second sort. Specialists say
that the sorting technique of SQLfast is stable.

Note 1
Sorting rows does not modify the contents of the database. It only changes the
way they appear in data windows.   
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Figure 12 - The rows of table CUSTOMER are sorted by ascending values of City

Figure 13 - The rows of CUSTOMER are sorted by (City,CustID)
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Note 2
Specifying row ordering in a data window allows sorting on one or two columns
only. For more complex sorting, we would resort to SQL queries. 

7. Selecting rows in a data window

When a data window opens for the first time, it displays all the rows of its table or
view it is associated with. 

By clicking on button Select, we can create a filter, or condition, that reduces the
set of rows to be displayed.

7.1 Definition of a filter

Let us select the rows of the customers living in Toulouse, a large French city. When
we click on button Select, a new box pops up (figure 14). 

Figure 14 - Definition of a filter selecting the customers of Toulouse

This box comprises three fields:
– Column: allows us to select the column on which the selection applies, here,

City;
– Operator: we select the comparison operator, here, =;
– Simplified value: we introduce here the value with which column City will be

compared, here, toulouse (this value is accidently misspelled). 

Through this box, we have defined a filter:

City = toulouse

Then, we click on button OK of the selection box. Now, the contents of the data
window changes, as shown in figure 15. 

As expected, the window shows the rows of the customers of Toulouse, and only
them. In addition, the aspect of button Select is modified to indicate that a selection
is active.
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These rows can still be sorted, updated and deleted. However, if a new row is
inserted, it will only appear in the reduced data window if it satisfies the filter. This
is the way filters work!

Figure 15 - The content of the data window is reduced to the data of the customers of 
Toulouse

7.2 Updating and deleting a filter
If we open the selection box again, we can modify the definition of the filter or we
can remove it through button Drop selection. In the latter case, the data window
shows again the full set of the rows of table CUSTOMER.

7.3 Selection mode
The label at the top right corner shows label Smart compare (figure 14). It specifies
the default selection mode, that is, the way the three components of the filter will be
interpreted. 

By clicking on this label, we can choose one of the four selection modes (figure
16):

Figure 16 - Choosing a selection mode

Let us examine these selection modes (figure 17).
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– Smart compare. The components Column and Operator MUST be chosen in the
drop-down lists. The operators are those of the SQL language but some others
have been added, with may seem more natural to novice users: starts with,
contains, is among, etc. The third component, Simplified value, is very tolerant, so
to speak. The value can be typed in any case (upper or lower) and accents can be
ignored. 
In addition, enclosing quotes, which are mandatory in SQL, may be ignored and
internal quotes must not be doubled. 
So, in the Smart compare selection mode, the following filters are equivalent,
and will show the rows of the customers of Genève:

  City  =  Genève
  City  =  'geneve'
  City  =  GENEVE

Numbers may include decimal point or decimal comma.  The separators of the
parts of a date may be '-' or '/'. So, the following filters are valid:

  Account  >  10,5
  City  =  Saint-Martin-d'Hères
  City  is among  parîs,Geneve,'POITIERS'
  DateOrd  is between  2020-01-01,'2020/03/31'

– Strict compare. The first two components, "Column" and "Operator" behave in
the same way as in "Smart compare" mode. However, the value of the third field
(now called "Exact value") MUST be typed exactly as it appears in the database.
Therefore, to select the customers of Genève, only the following filter is valid:

  City  =  Genève

Following the same constraint, we must build the following filter:

  City  is among  Paris,Genève,Poitiers

– SQL condition. The components Column and Value are now labelled
Expression 1 and Expression 2. Expression 1 and Operator can be chosen in the
drop-down list but may also be typed manually. The principle of this selection
mode is that the assembly of these three components must provide a valid SQL
elementary condition:

   City =  'Genève'
   City =  'Saint-Martin-d''Hères'
   City like  '%Saint-Martin%'
   City in  ('Paris','Genève','Poitiers')
   DateOrd  between  '2020-01-01' and '2020-03-31'
   lower(Name)  like  '%'||lower(City)||'%'
   Account  >=  (select avg(Account) from CUSTOMER)
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Figure 17 - Examples of selection boxes in the four selection modes

– SQL predicate. The selection box does not comprise three fields anymore but just
a free text field, in which we can enter an SQL predicate of arbitrary complexity,
including and, or and not logical operators, and possibly written in several lines.
Example:

   City not in ('Genève','Paris')
   and (Cat is not null or Account <= 0)
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8. Modifying data through a data window
As we will see it later, modifying data is supposed to be performed through SQL
statements insert (insert rows), update (modify existing rows) and delete (erasing
existing rows).

However, SQLfast allows us to modify data directly in a data window. 
– To insert a new row: click on button Insert a row. Fill in the data entry form, then

click on button OK (figure 18). It is also possible to insert a series of rows, some
of whose columns may contain the same values. In the example shown, we indi-
cate our intention to insert several rows and that these will have, by default, the
same values of City, Cat and Account.

– To update or delete an existing row: A double click on a row opens a dialog box
that allows us to modify or delete this row (figure 19). In a view, the dialog box
simply presents the data but does not allow its modification. Note: The buttons
Update a row and Delete a row are currently inactive. 

Direct modification through a data window is subject to the integrity constraints
specified in the schema of the database: primary key, unique key, not null column,
foreign key, data type. If the requested modification is valid, the new state of the data
is automatically displayed in the data windows. 

If we check the Delete the current row button in the box in Figure 19 and if we
validate with the OK button, the deletion operation will be rejected (Figure 20).
Indeed, several DETAIL rows depend on the row we would like to delete.
 

Figure 18 - Data entry form to insert a row (or several rows) in table CUSTOMER
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Figure 19 - Data entry form to update or delete a row in table PRODUCT

Let us now try this simple manipulation: we double click on row CustID = '30185' in
data window CUSTORDER, then we delete it. What is the result?
– row 30185 has disappeared from table CUSTORDER,
– ... but so have the three rows of table DETAIL where OrdID = '30185'.
In later SQLfast tutorials we will have the opportunity to further study the behavior
of relational DBMS during data modifications.

Figure 20 - The deletion of the PRODUCT row is rejected

9. Querying a database with an SQL query

So far, we have examined and manipulated data without making use of the SQL
language.

This is all right for simple manipulations on small tables, but it will prove quite
limited for normal operations. 

Now, it is time to write our first SQL queries. Of course, we suppose that data-
base ORDERS.db is open (button Open DB of the main window). In addition, the
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schema window is also open to show us the names and structure of the tables and
columns.

Let us look for rows in table CUSTOMER where column City has the value 'Poit-
iers'. The SQL query is quite simple and intuitive (* means all the columns):

select * from CUSTOMER where City = 'Poitiers';

We could write this query in several lines, to make its structure clearer:

select *
from   CUSTOMER
where  City = 'Poitiers';

Let us type this query, in one or several lines, in the script area of the main window
(figure 21). 

Figure 21 - An SQL query has been entered in the script area of the main window

To execute this query, we click on the yellow-on-grey button Run. The query is
executed and its result appears in the output window (figure 22). We now know who
the customers who live in Poitiers are!

Figure 22 - The result of the execution of the query appears in the output window

The query has been executed without error, which is indicated by the fact that it now
appears in blue (figure 23). That way, this query will be ignored if other queries are
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typed in the script area and asked to executed. It is kept mainly for documentation
reason (though it can be brought to life, if needed, through button Unlock).

Figure 23 - The execution succeeded, the query is colored in blue

10. Querying a database. Error detection

Now, let us write a query including an obvious error (figure 24): table name
CUSTORDER is erroneously typed CUST_ORDER. 

Figure 24 - Another query, containing a typo error, is typed in the script area

If we attempt to execute it through button Run, we set off several reactions (figure
25):
– a message is displayed in a small message box with title SQLfast ERROR. This

message tells us that an SQL execution error has been detected, with a description
("no such table: CUST_ORDER"), it also shows the statement in which the error
was detected ("select * from CUST_ORDER") and where this statement is located
("local script", followed by the line number of the statement, here [1]). These
details may seem a bit excessive for such a simple and obvious error but they will
be necessary to understand errors in more complex cases. 
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Now, we can close this message box.
– this error message is also written in the output window. 
– the erroneous query appears in red in the script area.

We fix the typo error and we click on button Run again. Now, the execution
succeeds. The result appears in the output window (figure 26) and the query is
colored in blue (figure 26 too).

The queries that appear in blue are no longer executable and are kept solely for
documentation reasons, until they are erased, either manually or through button
Clear.

However, by clicking on button Unlock, all the queries of the script area are
written in black again, so that they can be executed.

Figure 25 - The execution of an erroneous query triggers several reactions
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Figure 26 - The erroneous query is modified and its execution succeeds

11. IMPORTANT: restoring the current database (button Restore 
DB)

The last queries have changed the state of the current database. To cancel the effect
of these modifications and to restore the original state, that is its state when we
opened the database, we click on button Restore DB. The data windows are auto-
matically refreshed to show this restoration.

The restore operation uses the backup copy that was created when the database
was opened. If we forget to restore the database before closing it, no need to panic:
– we manually delete file ORDERS.db and we rename file ORDERS.db.back as

ORDRES.db.
– if all seems to be lost, as a last resort, we can extract a fresh version of

ORDERS.db from archive SourceDB.zip located in folder Databases.  

12. Closing the current database (button Close DB)

We close the current database by clicking on button Close DB. Its contents is
unavailable and another database can be opened. 
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13. Modifying the contents of a database with an SQL query

Let us open database ORDERS.db again and display the contents of the tables
(button Show data). We will carry out some elementary data modifications, but this
time, through SQL statements.

Experiment n° 1 
We type the following query in the script area:

delete from CUSTOMER where CustID = 'C123'; 

This way, we ask for the deletion of the row of customer MERCIER from Namur.
When we execute this query (button Run) we observe its effect in data window
CUSTOMER: row 'C123' has disappeared.

Experiment n° 2 
Now, we type a similar query:

delete from CUSTOMER where CustID = 'C400';

Now, SQLfast rejects the request, on the basis that it would lead to the violation of a
referential constraint ('FOREIGN KEY constraint').

When table CUSTORDER was defined, foreign key CustID to parent table
CUSTOMER was specified with the clause "on delete no action", which means that in
case the CUSTOMER row to delete (= on delete) has some dependent rows in table
CUSTORDER, no action will be performed (= no action).

Before deleting this CUSTOMER row, we must first delete its dependent
CUSTORDER rows:

delete from CUSTORDER where CustID = 'C400'; 
delete from CUSTOMER where CustID = 'C400';

Experiment n° 3 
We erase the contents of the script area (button Clear) and we type, then execute, the
following query:

delete from CUSTORDER where OrdID = '30185'; 

If we examine carefully the data windows, we notice that, not only has row '30185'
disappeared from table CUSTORDER, but so have the three rows in table DETAIL
with OrdID = '30185' too. This "cascading" deletion is consistent with the clause "on
delete cascade" in the declaration of foreign key OrdID in table DETAIL: when a
CUSTORDER row is deleted, all the dependent DETAIL rows are automatically
deleted.
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Experiment n° 4 
Last try: we type the following query, which changes the customer number (CustID)
'C400' into 'C999':

update CUSTOMER set CustID = 'C999' where CustID = 'C400'; 

The modification has been carried out as expected, but, as a side effect, the values of
CustID of all the dependent CUSTORDER rows have changed accordingly, so that
they still reference their parent row despite the latter now having a different id.
This automatic behavior has been specified by clause "on update cascade" of foreign
key CustID of table CUSTORDER.

14. Erasing the contents of a window
The main and output windows both comprise a button labelled Clear. As their name
suggests, they can be used to erase the contents of the text areas. 

It is worth noticing, though this has been of little interest until now, that the
contents of these areas can be selected, edited, copied, deleted and pasted (^C, ^X
and ^V) like with any text processor.

15. The buttons of the output window
The output window comprises a series of buttons, some of which will be useful in
more complex usage of SQLfast. Three of them can be used at this level:
– button Wrap: changes the way long lines are displayed in the text area. Either

such lines are broken and wrapped onto the next line, or they are left unchanged,
so that the hidden part can only be seen by expanding the window horizontally or
by using the slide bar. This button switches between these two modes. 

– button Clear: clears the text area.
– button Line: adds a blank line at the end of the text area.

16. The help documents and the tutorials
SQLfast includes a help engine that allows help and tutorial documents to be devel-
oped and displayed. These documents are written in a special language, SQLtuto,
with which one can build nicely formatted documents, with titles, styles, figures and
links inside a document and between documents.

A document can include code fragments, such as SQL queries, and more gener-
ally SQLfast scripts. For instance, a tutorial may include the following line:

select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER where City = 'Toulouse';
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In addition to providing examples, SQL queries will play an important role in these
documents. 

Help documents and tutorials have exactly the same structures. The main differ-
ence lies in their extension: '.help' for help files and '.tuto' for tutorials. Help files are
integrated to the environment. they can be modified but not removed nor added.
Tutorials are under the responsibility of the users.

16.1 How to use a help document or a tutorial
Clicking on button Help opens a short menu which lists the help documents avail-
able. In the current version, this list comprises four items (figure 27):

Figure 27 - The Help menu of the Basic Level

– About SQLfast: the identity card of SQLfast. This box allows, among other
things, to switch from one language to another for tutorials and help documents.

– Getting started: same contents as this document.
– SQLfast environment: detailed description of the SQLfast interface and functions

of the Basic Level.
– Tutorials: this item opens a file selection box within the default tutorial directory

specific to the Basic Level.

16.2 Navigating within a help document or a tutorial
If we open tutorial 1._Elementary_queries.tuto, after an introduction and the table
of contents, we find a first part, entitled First part: EXERCISES (figure 28).
The first section of this part (with title: 1. Elementary queries) starts with Exercise E1,
specified as follows:

Display the id's, names and cities of all the customers

The reader is invited to write an SQL query that translates this request, preferably in
the script area of the main window (where else?), and to execute it, by clicking on
button Run. The result that appears in the output window must be the one that
follows the text of the exercise (figure 28).

If the reader does not find a correct answer, s/he can consult the suggestion in the
second part of the tutorial.
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Figure 28 - Excerpts from the first part of tutorial "1._Elementary_queries.tuto": Exer-
cise E1

To do so, no need to browse painfully through the document: by double-clicking on
the title ("Exercise E1") or anywhere in the text of the exercise ("Display the id's,
names and cities of all the customers"), the solution of this exercise automatically
appears in the window (Figure 29).

The reader can then compare both solutions.
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Figure 29 - .... in the second part of the tutorial: solution of the exercise

The principle of this hypertext mechanism is quite simple: when one double-clicks
inside a paragraph the display jumps to the next identical paragraph. Naturally, the
display jumps to the first one when there is no next instance anymore. 

The same technique can be used to go to a definite section of the tutorial: we just
double-click on its title in the table of contents. Conversely, double-clicking on a
title brings us back to the table of contents.

The two-part structure of the tutorial is just an example. For more complex
topics, the writer may organize it in a more detailed structure, such as "Reminder of
the concepts", "Exercises", "First hints", "Solutions", "Further exercises".
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16.3 Navigating between help documents and tutorials
A tutorial can include links to other tutorials, as in HTML documents. A link
appears as a line written in blue, as this one:

> Elementary SQL queries

When clicking on such a line, the target document replaces the current document. To
go back to the previous document, we click on button Back.

16.4 Executing code fragments from a tutorial
A tutorial (or a help document, like this one) is not a mere static document that is to
be read passively, as a "pdf" document would be.

Let us show this through an elementary example. First, we verify that database
ORDERS.db is open. Now, let us consider the following SQL query, that we want to
execute:

select * from CUSTOMER;

So far, we have two options: we type it in the script area of the main window, or we
select the line, we copy it (^C) then paste it (^V) in the script area. Finally, we ask for
its execution through button Run of the main window.

Let us try something else. We select (all or a part of) this line then we click on
button Transfer of this (tutorial) window.
Result: the whole line has been automatically copied in the script area, from which
it can then be executed.

We can do much better! We select the line as above, then we click on button Run
of this window (not the one in the main window).
Result: the query has been executed directly from the tutorial without being first
copied to the script area.

Let us consider a more complex example. The following sequence of SQL
queries (by the way, such a sequence is called a script) creates of new table then
inserts three rows:

create temporary table JUNK_PRODUCT(
            ProdID char(15),
            Description char(60),
            Price decimal(6));
insert into JUNK_PRODUCT values('BC99','Chocolate bar',1.2);
insert into JUNK_PRODUCT values('S099','Soda',1.5);
insert into JUNK_PRODUCT values('AD99','Death insurance',125);

Instead of copying this script in the script area, we select these seven lines as shown
in figure 30. The first and last lines need not be completely selected. 

Then, we click on button Run to execute the selected script. The following query
will show that the table and its contents have been created successfully (figure 31)

select * from JUNK_PRODUCT;
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We can close this database without restoring it. Indeed, the main property of a
temporary table is to be ... temporary, and therefore to disappear when the database
is closed. 

Figure 30 - An SQL script selected within this document. At the top of the window, 
buttons Transfer and Run.

Figure 31 - Table JUNK_PRODUCT has been created and filled

16.5 Executing a script embedded in a tutorial
However, there is a more elegant way to insert a small executable script in a tutorial,
via embedded scripts. Applying this technique, the creation of the
JUNK_PRODUCT table can be presented as in Figure 32:
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Figure 32 - An embedded script

To execute this query, we simply click on the Run button that appears just above the
script. Previously we will have restored, via the Restore DB button, the database in
its initial state: indeed, at this stage it already contains a table named
JUNK_PRODUCT.

If the database has not suffered any other damage than the creation of this table, we
can close it without restoring it.

17. How to go further
One of the objectives of SQLfast Basic Level is to acquaint the reader with the
concepts of databases and with the SQL language. It is also suitable for a light and
casual use of a database.

A series of tutorials have been integrated into the SQLfast distribution. They can
be opened with button Help of the main window through item Tutorials.

They are associated with chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 of reference book "Bases de
données - Concepts, utilisation et développement", 4rd Edition, Dunod 2018 (in
French). These tutorials have been written in French but the first of them are being
translated in English (a bit hastily, so they should probably need some polishing).

However, they can be used independently of this book, provided the reader has
been introduced to the SQL language by another way. The web is a rich source of
SQL tutorials. See also Chapter 5 of the SQLfast manual (SQLfast-manual.pdf) as a
short introduction to SQL.

The SQL code of these chapters and of their appendices is also available, ready to
run, in SQLfast sub-folder Scripts/BD-2018. However, running these scripts requires
the Expert Level of SQLfast.

To start smoothly, we recommend to practice the first lesson, 1. Elementary SQL
queries. 

Most tutorials are written to work on database ORDERS.db. Should this database
unfortunately have been altered, it can be quickly restored by extracting a fresh
version from archive SourceDB.zip in default folder Databases. 

More detail on the SQLfast graphical interface can be found in help document
SQLfast environment, available through button Help.
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